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For Reflection 
 
“If only there were evil people somewhere insidiously committing evil deeds, and it were 
necessary only to separate them from the rest of us and destroy them. But the line dividing good 
and evil cuts through the heart of every human being.”                                              
        A. Solzhenitsyn, The Gulag Archipelago 
 

Hebrew Scripture Leviticus 19:1-2; 9-18  

 
The Lord said to Moses, “Say to the whole community of the Israelites: You must be 

holy, because I, the Lord your God, am holy.  
When you harvest your land’s produce, you must not harvest all the way to the edge of 

your field; and don’t gather up every remaining bit of your harvest.  Also do not pick your 
vineyard clean or gather up all the grapes that have fallen there. Leave these items for the poor 
and the immigrant; I am the Lord your God. 

You must not steal nor deceive nor lie to each other.  You must not swear falsely by my 
name, desecrating your God’s name in doing so; I am the Lord.  
 You must not oppress your neighbors or rob them. Do not withhold a hired laborer’s pay 
overnight.   

You must not insult a deaf person or put some obstacle in front of a blind person that 
would cause them to trip.  

Instead, fear your God; I am the Lord. 
You must not act unjustly in a legal case. Do not show favoritism to the poor or 

deference to the great; you must judge your fellow Israelites fairly.   
Do not go around slandering your people.  
Do not stand by while your neighbor’s blood is shed;  
I am the Lord.  
You must not hate your fellow Israelite in your heart. Rebuke your fellow Israelite 

strongly, so you don’t become responsible for his sin.  
You must not take revenge nor hold a grudge against any of your people; instead, you 

must love your neighbor as yourself;  
I am the Lord.  

 
 
 



 

 

Gospel Reading Matthew 5:38-48 

 
“You have heard that it was said, An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. But I say to 

you that you must not oppose those who want to hurt you. If people slap you on your right 
cheek, you must turn the left cheek to them as well. When they wish to haul you to court and 
take your shirt, let them have your coat too. When they force you to go one mile, go with them 
two. Give to those who ask, and don’t refuse those who wish to borrow from you. 

“You have heard that it was said, You must love your neighbor and hate your enemy. But 
I say to you, love your enemies and pray for those who harass you so that you will be acting as 
children of your Father who is in heaven. He makes the sun rise on both the evil and the good 
and sends rain on both the righteous and the unrighteous.  If you love only those who love you, 
what reward do you have? Don’t even the tax collectors do the same?  And if you greet only 
your brothers and sisters, what more are you doing? Don’t even the Gentiles do the 
same?  Therefore, just as your heavenly Father is complete in showing love to everyone, so also 
you must be complete. 
 

Meditation                        Presidents’ Day Thoughts                  Rev. Dr. Linda D. Even                                             
 
As you know, I rarely address secular holidays in sermons. To be clear, I will not be 

addressing, sales, on-line or brick and mortar bargains or the economy.    Rather, I chose this 
weekend when we are now only subliminally reminded that we once found leaders worthy of 
annual remembrance for their uplifting or stabilizing the values on which our nation was 
founded. I chose to today because the issues of our nation and our relationship to our fellow 
citizens and citizens of the world are also issues of faith.  There is no possibility we could do 
these texts their full justice in the moments allotted to us today, so our challenge will be to 
frame them for reflection, prayer and unfolding understanding, and hopefully response.  

Once, in a staff meeting, I mentioned one of my foibles—it doesn’t matter which one – 
there are so many—and a staff member made a note. Asked if he was noting my failings, he 
said he didn't need to write things down he already knew.    

To extrapolate—we write down what we do not know—what does not come naturally 
to human beings.  Our texts needed to be written down three thousand years ago. They have 
relevance for us today, because these things do not come naturally.   

Let's take the Leviticus text first:    
It is a collection of complex instructions to the people (before the time of kings or judges 

in Israel), so are not directed to officials or leaders, but to all of us.    
Along with many other places in scripture, here we find a mandate to provide for those 

unable to provide for themselves, specifically the poor and the immigrant. This text 
acknowledges the reality that people are displaced by war; often, in those times transported as 
slave labor; by famine or other natural disasters, so become immigrants somewhere.  Their 
presence is a reality.     

In fact, unless we want to observe a polite fiction that the Holy Lands were empty and 



 

waiting for settlers; unless we want to ignore subsequent events in the history of the Israelites, 
including the entire Book of Joshua reporting the conquering of the land from other tribes; 
unless we want to ignore our own history with Manifest Destiny—when the Israelites, when we 
were the immigrants among peoples, who, if the story were told from their perspective, might 
report lives and livelihoods were disrupted, it is disingenuous to suggest there is no challenge 
for any people to make welcome and provide for strangers among them—even when those 
strangers are us.  

Furthermore, any of us who have ever worried about who will move into the house next 
door, who our children keep company with, what will happen to the neighborhood if the 
roadways change, etc., are not freed from God's mandate to consider how we treat the 
stranger, the other among us. It is not our human nature to provide for those who unsettle us, 
make us uncomfortable or afraid or who put our hopes and expectations at risk.  What we do 
not know by heart is written down for us.   

The text follows with the oft-repeated injunctions against stealing, lying and other forms 
of deceit. It forbids the mocking those with disabilities, a ruling we might reasonably apply to 
any form of bullying.  We would be foolish to assume that bullying stops in junior high or high 
school; that it is limited to those with physical disabilities or indeed that it cannot be subtle in 
its forms; that such mocking does not occur anytime we encounter those with a weakness to be 
exploited to our advantage. What we do not know by heart is written down for us.   

The next chain of instructions requires an almost impossible balancing act:  First, did you 
catch the oft-missed reminder that along with not showing deference to the powerful, we 
ought not show favoritism to the poor.  It seems both are possible.  What we do not know by 
heart is written down for us.   

We are to judge our neighbors fairly without speaking ill of them, all the while not 
abiding injustice; without hatred we are to hold one another accountable; and finally, that we 
are to love all those neighbors, strangers, the ones with whom we are comfortable or 
uncomfortable, with whom we agree or disagree, as we love ourselves.  What we do not know 
by heart is written down for us.   

It may be tempting to think otherwise, but while this text can inform many discussions 
about human rights, about justice, about immigration, about our roles as citizens (and 
remember this text is addressed to us, not to be mailed to some politician with whom we 
disagree)—it is not a policy.  It can inform and shape us, but many of the questions before us 
today do not translate literally from the text.  Trying to demonstrate that they do would be 
proof-texting and literalism we do not practice and a practice we abhor in those with whom we 
disagree.   

No wonder it had to be written down.  Can any of us say that we know these things so 
well that we are not challenged by any of God's commands laid out before us?  Can any among 
us say we have kept them all?   

But even now, we will not get off that easily .  Jesus has more to say.  
The Matthew text is often misinterpreted to be an order for Christian wimpishness—a 

command to roll over in the face of challenge, insult or injustice.   It is anything but. It is rather a 
command to do an even more difficult thing—to not respond in the same manner in which we 
have been challenged—to not respond to attack with attack, to not respond to hatred with 



 

hatred, but rather to choose another way. To stand up to injustice without being unjust; to 
challenge the one who mocks without mocking them; to respond to words of hate and anger 
without hate and anger of our own.  To not just hang out with the people who think like us. 
What we do not know by heart is written down for us.   

So how do we begin?  These texts would suggest the starting place is with self-
awareness, not self-righteousness. How might we do that?  A while ago, someone sent me a 
letter written by Episcopal priest, Michael K. Marsh.  As a way to begin, I will read portions of it 
here, slightly paraphrased to remove direct personal political commentary.     
"[Words and actions in the news] have inspired me. They have struck a chord deep within me… 
challenged me to be and do better. [They] have been a mirror before me. I do not like what I 
see. I do not want to be what I see. I may not have said or done many of the things [I have seen 
and heard]; that, however, is not an excuse or justification for the violence that does inhabit 
some of my thoughts, words, and actions. In that regard, maybe we are not so different. 
"[I] have [been] awakened to see more clearly the reality of violence and darkness that lives not 
only in America but in the human heart, my heart included. I will not do violence to [another] 
by my thoughts, words, or actions. I do not want to shame, humiliate, or harm. I will pray for 
America, others and myself.  I will not make my fight against other people, political parties, 
races, or religions. I will make my fight against injustice and the forces of darkness. 
"I will not adjust myself to [anything] that promotes injustice, acts with violence, speaks hatred, 
or denies the dignity of another human being. I will answer Dr. King’s call “to be maladjusted to 
such things”  
"My work will not begin with the violence I see around me. Rather, it will begin with the 
violence I see within me.  I do not yet know exactly what all this means for me or where this 
might take me. I trust and believe, however, that in some way “the universe is on the side of 
justice”, and to not protest violence, speak out for justice, and resist injustice is a “crime against 
God” and a “betrayal of the Christian ethic of love”. I want to be neither a criminal nor a traitor. 
I do not want that for myself, [others], or America.  I will work and pray for the Peace of Christ 
for all people, and for the grace and courage to refuse to say, “‘Peace, peace,’ when there is no 
peace”. 
 It is hard and complicated work before us; work that requires our attention and our 
faithfulness.  What we do not know by heart has thankfully been written down for us.  Perhaps, 
keeping these two texts and a letter before us will guide through the days ahead. We begin the 
season of Lent this week.  We are all invited to add or subtract something from our lives as a 
spiritual practice, helping us to focus on the limits of our humanity and our need for God.  Some 
of us might find that these things we do not know by heart may shape such a seasonal 
discipline for us. May it be so, according to the power, purposes and Spirit of God.  Amen.  

 
Prayers for Others and Ourselves  
 
Glorious God:  We often hope for spectacular signs of your presence and healing, but we come 
to week after week, trusting that you are present and working and caring in the small moments 
as well as the great ones, in the mundane as well as the dramatic, in the moments of great 



 

passion and quiet commitment.  Open our eyes and hearts and minds to see you, hear you and 
follow your guidance and we live the days of our lives.   
 
With all the world, we hear threats of war and watch marches for peace.  We dare to believe 
that you are present and active in these days, working your purposes for wholeness and 
possibility for the whole human race.  Help us to know what we do and say and pray makes a 
difference. Grant the world's leaders guidance and wisdom to act for the whole world's good. 
 
And even as we look to the globe, we also look closer to home.  Dear God, our hearts are 
broken, our consciences are enraged by 74 mass shootings in this country since January 1. We 
do not know the way to peace and safety; we do not know the way to providing for mental 
health; we do not know the way to calm the fears of people of every generation; we do not 
know the way to end racism, fear and discrimination.  Dear God, we pray for the victims, their 
families, the first responders... We pray even for the shooters who see no other way to silence 
their inner demons... We pray for ourselves.  Give us a way; help us to learn the things that we 
do not know by heart, so that your purposes and your peace might prevail.     
 
We offer our prayers to you in gratitude; 
For the hope and joy of newly formed relationships; 
For generations able to gather during winter break and all those able to enjoy 

recreational time together; 
We lift up our needs: 
For the grief of those who must bury a child; 
For patients and their families as they choose hospice care with faithful trust in you and your 
purposes; 
 We pray in the name of Christ, who taught us this prayer to say together: 
 
The Lord’s Prayer  
 

Our Father, who art in heaven, 
 hallowed be thy name.  
Thy kingdom come, thy will be done 
on earth as it is in heaven. 
Give us this day, our daily bread.  
Forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors  
and lead us not into temptation,  
but deliver us from evil, 
for thine is the kingdom and the power 
and the glory forever. Amen. 
 


